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1. While the gentlemen ____ the recent events, the ladies ____ about the weather.  

A) discuss/talk.     B) are discussing/was talking.  

C) were discussing/were talking   D) being discussed/being talked. 

2. I don’t know _____ students in this class. Because I am a newcomer 

A) many  B) a few  C) much  D) some 

3. Last Sunday we_____ out of the house where we _____ for five years 

A) moved/had lived B) had moved/lived C) will move/had lived D) had moved/ had lived 

4. They _____ married but in the end they changed their mind. 

A) are going to get B) were going to get C) will have been D) had been 

5. A: Would you like me to give Mike a message for you? 

B: Oh, I don’t want to trouble you 

A: It’s no trouble, really. I ______ Mike tomorrow anyway. 

A) am seeing  B) saw   C) have seen  D) would see 

6. They _____ breakfast at 7 and _____ home at eight. 

A) have/left  B) had/left  C) were having/left D) had/leave 

7. The dentist__________ two of his teeth. One of them __________ quite good.  

A) pulled out/was  B) pulls out/are  C) pull out/was  D) pull out/was  

8. Before answering the telephone he _______ down the table 

A) was lying   B) lay    C) laid   D) had laid  

9. They didn't know that he _____ from the University in 1990 and then ______ abroad.  

A) graduated/works     B) had graduated/is working  

C) had graduated/worked    D) was graduating/worked  

  

10. We learned that he ___ the office 5 minutes before he _____  

A) left /returned  B) had left/returned  C) would leave/returned  D) would have left/came  

  

11. Years ago children _____ down mines at the age of six  

A) might be sent  B) may send   C) could send   D) might send  

  

12. The hall's packed. There _____ be about 2,000 people at the meeting 

A) must  B) should  C) can   D) could 

 

13. I am very sorry. You _____ upset when you heard the news. 

A) had to  B) must have been C) must be  D) should have been 

 

14. You _____ walk on the grass here. 

A) don’t have to B) needn’t  C) mustn’t  D) should 

 

15. Abdulla was standing very far from you. You _____ see him. 

A) couldn’t  B) had to  C) can’t  D) mustn’t 

 

16. You _____ be sitting in the sun, move out of it into the shade 

A) shouldn’t  B) mustn’t  C) should   D) must 
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17. It is very strange that she _____ to him in such a tone. 

A) must speak  B) should speak C) speaks  D) should speaking 

 

18. She _____ to pass the exam the questions were very difficult. 

A) couldn’t  B) wasn’t   C) couldn’t have D) wasn’t able to 

 

19. You _____ pass the test before you can get a driving license. 

A) should  B) have to  C) can    D) need 

 

20. Red _____ in love with Mary at first sight, if she were not so pretty. 

A) wouldn’t have fallen   B) wouldn’t have fall 

C) hadn’t fallen    D) wouldn’t fall 

 

21. George, help me to do the room, If you _____ nothing. 

A) are doing  B) aren’t doing C) will do  D) do 

 

22. I wish, she _____ to our party. Look, she spoiled everything. 

A) wouldn’t have come B) had come C) hadn’t come D) came 

 

23. If you _____, Tom _____ fence instead of you already. 

A) had ask/would have painted  B) would have asked/would have painted 

C) had asked/would have painted  D) asked/would painted 

 

24. Pupils, let’s start the lesson, if you _____ ready. 

A) is   B) be   C) are   D) were 

 

25. In the future we ______ able to fly to other planets, if we _____. 

A) will be/want B) would be/wanted C) will/wanted D) are/will want 

 

26. There are almost all types of fruit trees in our garden at home. If I _____, I _____them at the 

market too. 

A) didn’t have/would buy B) hadn’t/would buy C) don’t have/will buy D) have/will buy 

 

27. Be quick or we _____ for school.  

A) are late   B) will be late  C) is late  D) have been late 

 

28. I _____ about it at the moment and I think that I _____ how to use it now. 

A) was reading/knew B) read/know  C) am reading/know D) read/knew 

 

29. Please _____ me the newspaper the postman _____ today. 

A) show/bring  B) show/brought C) show/has brought D) shows/brings 

 

30. They _____ just _____ and _____ supper now. 

A) have/come/are having   B) had/come/are having 

B) had/come/had    D) have/come/have 

 

31. Peter was never a good friend. If I were you I would try _____ him  
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A) forgetting   B) forget   C) to forget   D) for forgetting  

  

32. If your clothes are very dirty, try ______ them in a little bleach.  

A) wash   B) washing   C) for washing  D) to wash  

  

33. When she saw me _____ along the street, she came up to me.  

A) while going B) going   C) to go   D) go  

  

34. “Remember _____ the dog before you leave”, she said about feeding  

A) about feeding  B) feed   C) to feed  D) feeding 

 

35. Cynthia has agreed ______ as a liason between the two countries. 

A)  to have acted B) to be acted  C) to act   D) acting 

 

36. After quite a few attempts, he finally ............ smoking last year. 

A) managed to give up  B) could give up C) succeed in giving up D) is able to give up 

 

37. The overall situation is good, despite ...... minor problems. 

A) a few   B) much   C) a little   D) few 

 

38. She ___ you a letter three weeks ago.  

A) had sent  B) has sent   C) sent  D) will send 

 

39. Mary insisted on ______ the bus instead of the plane. 

A)  taken   B) taking   C) to take   D) being taken 

 

40. We are not looking forward to ______ back to school. 

A) go    B) going   C) have gone   D) having gone 
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Answers: 

 

Q 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

A C A A B A B A A C B A A B C A 

Q 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 

A A B B A A C C C C A C B C B A 

Q 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 

A C B B C C A A C B B 
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